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15 Tips to Build Trust on Your Team 

1. Give your trust to get trust. Most people will move mountains to repay 
this simple but powerful gesture of respect. 

2. Link individual and team priorities to the firm’s strategies and 
goals. People thrive when they have context for their work and its 
importance to the bigger picture. 

3. Keep your team informed of the firm’s financial results. Whether 
your firm is publicly traded or privately-held, the time you invest in 
explaining and talking about actual results will be greatly appreciated. 
Your transparency suggests you trust your team members with this 
important information. 

4. Redouble your efforts to understand and support the career 
aspirations of your team members. Nothing says “I care” more than 
investing time and effort in helping someone achieve a goal. Caring 
begets trust. 

5. Show your vulnerabilities. If you make a mistake, admit it. If you are 
interested in feedback on your performance, ask for it and then do 
something positive with the input. Make certain to loop back and thank 
the team members who provided constructive input. 

6. Regularly give away your authority. If you run a regular operations 
meeting, rotate responsibility to develop the agenda and lead the 
meeting. As often as possible, delegate decision-making to individuals 
or teams. Any action to show trust by allowing others to decide and act 
will strengthen their trust in you. 

7. Shine the spotlight brightly on everyone else. No one trusts the 
manager who constantly elbows her way to the centre of the spotlight 
for the team’s accomplishments. Step back into the shadows and your 
team members will repay you many times over. 

8. Take the heat for team member mistakes. When something goes 
wrong, get to the centre of the spotlight and keep your team members 
safely out of sight. 

9. Always match your words with your actions. The do must match the 
tell or, your credibility will suffer, and trust will fade. And yes, everyone 
on your team is keeping score.  

10. Beware of diluting the value of accountability. Every individual 
must be accountable for his or her actions and outcomes. Exceptions to 
this rule destroy credibility and derail your efforts to build trust. 

11. Do not let the difficult issues linger. Remember, everyone is 
watching you, and the clock on your credibility is running. While your 
team members have empathy for you in navigating the big issues, they 
expect you to do your job so they can do theirs.  

12. Hold team leaders accountable for building trust with and 
between their team members. Your team leads are a direct reflection 
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of you as the overall leader. Teach them well and hold them 
accountable to the same standards you hold yourself to.  

13. Teach your teams how to talk, debate and decide. Instead of 
demanding easy consensus, teach your team members how to discuss 
alternative ideas and approaches in pursuit of the best approach.  

14. When an employee makes a mistake, encourage them to 
share the lessons learned. It goes double for your own mistakes. Use 
your errors to teach others.  

15. Always operate from a clear, visible set of values. If your firm 
lacks clear values, define the values that describe the aspirational and 
acceptable behaviours for your team members. Teach and reference 
the values constantly. 

The Bottom-Line for Now 

Trust is built over time and based on many exposures. You have a thousand 
opportunities every single day to engender or endanger trust. Work hard to 
win each one of these small but important moments of trust. 

 


